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By Robin G. Vander, PhD.

A Question Posed...

Last Friday, a few friends and I attended a dynamic staging of Eve Ensler’s The Vagina Monologues, produced by the incomparable Carol Bebelle of Ashé Cultural Arts Center. Anyone attending the performances over the weekend would attest to a palpable energy filling the space, a sense of purpose, celebration, and ongoing concern about the well-being and status of women worldwide. The diversity in the theater, both in the audience and on the stage, reflected shared sensibilities that communities must remain engaged in conversations and reflections about women’s experiences, challenges, possibilities, and the ways we might individually and collectively support efforts that allow each of us to reach her fullest potential—however defined. The life stories that comprised the performance text were the life stories too many women might readily find familiar. Stories of suppressing women’s desires. Stories about women understanding then learning to love their bodies. Stories that condemn the violation of women’s bodies. Stories reminding us of the grace and strength of women’s bodies to birth another into the world. These stories warrant contemplation and they spark more conversations and questions about women’s experiences.

Recently, I was asked the question: “What does it mean to be a woman in the Twenty-First Century?” But again, “What does it mean to be a 21st Century Woman?” A question posed to me, I extended to others. Perhaps, my own first response to the question is simply: To be a woman in the Twenty-First Century/a 21st Century Woman is to know that I don’t have all the answers but that I have the intellectual tools to go in search of them. That when given a platform to speak my mind and to have a voice, it is more than okay to share the space and opportunity with others. I’ve done just that, here. What follows are short responses by a few extraordinary women who were generous, insightful, and joyous in responding.

Carol Bebelle

Well, I think a couple of things. You gotta look a little bit at what the age is and for someone who’s a baby boomer, and that’s who I am, it means that the world changed on you. You grew up when women were aspiring to be mothers, that blended families were the exception and not the rule. That women who didn’t have children were women that couldn’t have children for the most part. And, today, we live in a world where women are liberating themselves from work. Making the choice not to marry. Making the choice to be with other women. Making the choice not to have children. Navigating all of that and often doing it not really coming from this central place of “What do I want?” Often, we’re negotiating circumstances and not the pursuit of our heart’s desire.

We’re more clear about the fact that the world is in a stage where it is taking quantum leap after quantum leap in terms of how we’re growing. I find it very exciting. We [Ashé Cultural Arts Center] had a young woman, Ytasha Womack, she’s written a book called Afrofuturism, and she was here lecturing. Advising us about being intentional and present to the fact that we sit this moment, in the present, on the cusp of the future and are our steps being arced to continue the path that we’re on or toward the thing that we want? Whether or not this day is about continuing what we did yesterday? Or, is this day about being able to aim toward what we want tomorrow?

I think that being a woman is just this really exciting thing. It’s really full of love juice. And, the notion that we are putting forward, for instance, in the Vagina Monologues, is not that we would pull back on that, but that we would also understand that we’re entitled to the showering of the love juice too. That we deserve it and that part of what we should be pursuing and taking care of is the notion that we’re getting that as well.
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A 21st Century Woman can be characterized in many ways. She is evolved, intelligent, versatile, independent, politically and business savvy, faithful and faith-filled, conscientious, and autonomous. However, she may not be perceived as such. She serves in many roles such as mother, wife, sister, lover, friend, entrepreneur, and caregiver of elderly parents and/or other family members.

The 21st Century Woman works full time, provides for her family (with a spouse or as single parent), volunteers in support of numerous causes, and serves as a role model for the next generation. In addition, she is at the forefront of society's most prominent issues; social justice, mass incarceration, technological and scientific advancements; and advocating for equal pay for equal work in comparison to her male counterparts.

The 21st Century Woman is often encouraged to care for and treat herself. Self-care is often the last thing on the woman’s to do list! She is often challenged to find balance in her professional and personal life. She is no longer the traditional “girl next door,” or the “be seen and heard” woman. Instead, she’s the outspoken, assertive woman who makes a difference in her home, work setting and the community at-large.

For the good, the bad, and the ugly, I’m prepared to live, to enjoy, and to do what the ancestors have done for me. To pass it on to my sister-descendants, my daughter-descendants, my grand-daughter-descendants. That’s what it means to be a woman, a Black woman, in the Twenty-First Century.

Lisa Green-Derry

Yes, I am a Twenty-First Century Woman in the 21st Century, and that means for me that I’m prepared. I’ve been prepared by women who lived in the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. My ancestors. My sister-ancestors. So I’m prepared for everything.

Saundra J. Reed

I’ve lived at least five different lifetimes and five different iterations of being a woman: The woman I thought I was, the woman I was at that time. The woman that I claim to be. The woman that I am yet to be. I lived through segregation, civil rights, independence, and women’s rights. Being married, being single, and being a mom. Always believing in the Higher Order and the power of God in my life. I know now what I didn’t know then, and I don’t yet know what I shall know— but I’m open to it. My life is consumed by things that continue to create and recreate me, and often times recreate me as well. Being a woman is being possibility itself. Just like in the dawn of time I was created as a creation to create. And that’s who I am. I love children. I love laughter. I love music. I love men. I love being down for the cause; the cause of righteousness about other people, righteousness about ourselves. Education and the possibility that all things are at my fingertips.

What is it like to be a Twenty-First Century Woman? It is yet to be discovered.

Data News Weekly is Hiring

Data News Weekly Newspaper, The People’s Paper, is hiring for two positions in our New Orleans Office.

Editor/Reporters

About the Job

Journalists — tired of reading of layoffs, closings, the dire straights of the profession? Recent college graduates — think your job prospects are bleak? Not with us!

At Data News Weekly, we are expanding! This includes starting a print newspaper/digital endeavor in one of the most dynamic and exciting cities, New Orleans.

If you want to be an integral part of your community, tell stories in a multi-media environment — look no further.

If interested, send your resume, cover letter and at least three clips of your work to Terry Jones Publisher, Data News Weekly, 3501 Napoleon Ave, New Orleans, LA 70125, or via email to terrybjones@bellsouth.net or call (504) 821-7421.

Sales Manager/Retail Ad Manager

About the Job

Data News Weekly Newspaper is the leading African American media company in New Orleans, publishing a weekly newspaper. Additionally, its website under ladatanews.com is the most read Black website in the region.

We are currently seeking a strong leader to proactively manage broad aspects of the advertising division. You will be working in a positive team-oriented atmosphere which has broad aspects of the advertising division. You will be working in a positive team-oriented atmosphere which has a modern press, leading website and award-winning newspaper.

Responsibilities include but not limited to:

- Prospect and develop sales leads for print and digital products
- Drive online and cross platform advertising sales
- Identify, create strategies, develop influential contacts, and help close new digital products
- Increase overall revenue opportunities in both print and online
- Develop a team sales atmosphere

Our ideal candidate will possess the following education, skills and experience:

- Minimum 5 years print and digital sales and management experience
- Self-starter, capable of executing within at phases of sales cycle
- Strong communication and presentation skills
- Team player and leader
- Understanding of Analytics and ad serving technology
- Strong motivational skills
- Retail talent

Our company provides a competitive salary, and an environment that encourages personal and professional growth. We are an equal opportunity employer.
The New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation celebrated the music and culture of the African diaspora at the eighth annual Congo Square New World Rhythms Festival, March 21-22, in Armstrong Park. The free event celebrated the cultural diversity of New Orleans and the melting pot of traditions and featured the music and dance of Africa, the Caribbean, the American Gulf South and beyond in this two-day, family-friendly festival.
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Kourtney’s Heart of Gold

by: Edwin Buggage

Many may know Kourtney Heart as a talented young singer who blazed upon the scene as a teenage sensation mentored by Producer and DJ Raj Smoove who a few years ago scored a hit record “My Boy” featuring the late Magnolia Shorty. She later signed to Jive Records and did a remix of “My Boy” featuring Soulja Boy. She is a true talent as an entertainer but what many do not know is that she has a heart of gold and is dedicated to giving back to the community.

“I’m a firm believer in spreading awareness and positivity, so whenever I have the opportunity to give back I never hesitate. I just recently teamed up with Pinkberry to help raise money for a wonderful foundation for young girls called PINKHouse. I was truly proud to be involved because I am a product of a youth program myself. That’s how I started singing,” says Heart.

The month of March is Women’s History Month, a time that we reflect on the contributions of many great women. While there have been many who have influenced and inspired her; she reserves the top spot for her mother.

“The first woman, and most important woman I know, would have to be my mother! My mom is one of the strongest women I know, and she’s the most supportive and dedicated person I know. She’s literally like my hero. Just seeing everything that she’s gone through in life and how she sacrificed her dream to help me chase my dream is so incredibly amazing. I love my mom so much!” Continuing she says, “I also appreciate women who aren’t afraid to be themselves in a world that’s so opinionated and judgmental. I’m only twenty-one years old so sometimes I’m easily overwhelmed by overthinking, and I appreciate the women who aren’t afraid to mess up. That reminds me that we all are hard-working. But most importantly, we’re human, and it inspires me to continue to explore my journey on earth.”

Whether one desires to be or not when one is in the public space people look up to them. While some feel they do not have a responsibility to be a role model Heart feels it is important to align herself with causes that uplift and inspire people.

“I have to be honest, because I know there are young girls watching the things I do. I do try to be careful of what I choose to display publicly. But at the same time, I just try to stay grounded and as honest as I could be. Growing up, I lived vicariously through people I admired. So, I hope I’m being a positive light to all the women who admire me,” says Heart.

She spends a lot of her time speaking to young girls about how to dream big. And as someone who is making her dreams come true speaks about her journey to make them a reality.

“I love to talk about my journey only because I see so many young women doubting themselves and lowering their expectations for their own lives. When I was younger I was always afraid to truly go after my dream. But with great advice and comfort, I gained the confidence to grind. I love to tell them about my struggles just to remind them that we are all the same and they can do whatever they want as long as they work for it. I talk about self-esteem, confidence, dreams, and education, anything about life that I always wanted to talk about growing up.”

Although just 21 years of age Kourtney Heart has become an inspiration for people of all generations who have dreams. Through her hard work she’s shown that hard work and perseverance pays off. Saying of what one can learn from her life’s journey.

“I think what women can take away from my journey is that I’m still not where I want to be. I’m a colorful, confused, emotional firecracker, but I’m still here chasing my dream, and I live everyday like it’s my last. Dreams do come true as long as you work hard and pray harder.”

JMJ
Joseph M. Jones
Continuing Education Fund
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March Madness, Race, Sports and Money

By Everett L. Glenn NNPA Columnist

The NCAA men’s basketball tournament, better known as “March Madness” is back.

A total of 68 teams compete in a single-elimination game format highlighted by the “Sweet 16,” the “Elite 8” and the “Final Four” from which a champion is crowned.

The 31 conference winners are awarded automatically berths. An additional 37 teams are determined by automatic bids. An “Elite 8” and the “Final Four” from which a champion is crowned.

Conference tournament play leading up to March Madness is also lucrative. The ACC tournament run by mid-major Virginia Commonwealth University in 2011 translated into a $219 million payout in history, Duke’s Mike Krzyzewski at $9.6 million, 35 coaching positions, up from a low of 18 percent in graduation rates between $100 and $227 million will be wagered legally on tournament games through licensed sports books with another $2.5 billion in illegal betting.

Mo’ money, mo’ money. The engine: Black basketball players. The majority institutions have parlayed Black athletic talent and college sports into big ($8 million or more) business.

Today, Black players account for 58 percent of Division I college basketball players, while making up 28 percent of all students on the campuses of the teams from which the tournament champion will be crowned. The rosters of the 68 tournament teams will likely be even more colorful. According to Sonny Vaccaro, upwards of 99 percent of the star players are Black.

Vaccaro should know. After signing his pioneering shoe contract with Michael Jordan in 1984, Vaccaro built sponsorship empires successfully at Nike, Adidas, and Reebok. Nevertheless, Whites held 85 percent of all head coaching positions in all three divisions (Division I, II and III) of men’s basketball. Blacks held 22 percent of the head coaching positions, up from a low of 18 percent in 2012.

There was a gap of nearly 25 percent in graduation rates between conference (89 percent) and (65 percent) Black players in last year’s tournament.

The salary of a dozen or so White coaches is nearly half of the total athletic operating budget for the teams in the CAA, MEAC, SIAC, SWAC and GCC, which cover everything from coaching salaries to equipment, game operations and scholarships. No wonder most HBCUs are struggling to stay afloat.

If it’s “madness” in March, then what do you call the year round disparities resulting from the commercial exploitation of Black athletic talent?

Everett Glenn, an attorney and former sports agent, was one of the first agents to represent multiple NFL and NBA first-round draft picks in the same year. His clients have included three NFL Hall of Fame inductees and 11 first-round draft picks. He can be reached at eglenn@thensa.org.
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Black America Remains in Crisis

By Freddie Allen
NNPA Senior Washington Correspondent

WASHINGTON (NPA) – When it comes to the equality in America, a new report by the National Urban League says that Blacks are missing nearly 30 percent of the pie.

The annual State of Black America (SOBA) report compared how well Blacks were doing in economics, health, education, social justice and civic engagement.

In the introduction to the report, Marc Morial, president and CEO of the National Urban League, wrote that “on many fronts, Black America remains in crisis – and we see justice challenged at every turn.”

Morial added: “The world watched as non-indictments of the police officers responsible for the deaths of unarmed Black males including Eric Garner, Michael Brown and John Crawford signaled that police accountability for taking Black lives was reaching a modern-day low – and that the widespread and dangerous mistrust between law enforcement and too many communities of color in America was reaching a new high.”

Morial also expressed concerns about separate and unequal resources in schools, double-digit unemployment in the Black community and continued attacks on voting rights.

“The Black equality index increased from revised score of 71.5 percent in 2014 to 72.2 percent in 2015. In 2005, the Black equality index was 72.9 percent.

Higher scores in social justice (56.9 percent reported in 2014 report vs. 60.6 percent in the 2015 report) and health (78.2 percent vs. 79.6 percent) fueled the rise in the index. The economic indicator also rose slightly from 55.4 percent to 55.8 percent.

“The education (from 76.7 percent to 76.1 percent) and civic engagement (from 104.7 percent to 104 percent) indexes both declined slightly,” stated the report.

The report said that fewer Blacks are falling victim to violent crimes and a lower number of Black high school students are carrying weapons, which had a positive affect on the social justice index. The report also credited the Affordable Care Act and a decline in binge drinking for helping to improve the health index.

However, the report found that gaps in unemployment and homeownership widened.

“With an index of 65 percent, the smallest Black-White unemployment gap was in the Providence-Warwick, RI-MA metro area, where the Black unemployment rate was 13 percent and the white rate was 8.5 percent. Last year’s most equal metro—Augusta-Richmond County, Ga.-S.C.—fell to #12 this year as the Black unemployment rate increased from 13.3 percent to 16.5 percent and the White unemployment rate was essentially unchanged.”

Toledo, Ohio’s Black unemployment rate was 22.6 percent, the highest rate among the metro areas in the study.

The National Urban League also reported that the, “Black and white incomes were equal least in San Francisco—Oakland—Hayward, Ca., where the gap was 42 cents on the dollar.”

Morial wrote that 2014 was a catalytic year propelled by catalyismic circumstances, “little accountability for law enforcement responsible for killing unarmed Black men, teenagers and children; a continual assault on voting rights; widening economic inequality gaps; and an increasingly partisan education debate far more rooted in political agendas than in putting our children first.”

Morial continued: “While we celebrate the tremendous progress and transformation of our nation, we have a continuing need to be vigilant, to persevere and to protect past gains. We must not allow the forces of division, intolerance and right-wing extremism to turn back the hands of time.”

Commentary, Continued from page 6.

They could not have provided better care, even if that meant waking me constantly.

I had a follow-up visit and a stress test with Dr. Jigishu Dhabuwala at the North Atlanta Heart and Vascular Clinic before being released to the care of Dr. Reisey O. Barnes, my regular cardiologist in Washington. I spoke with Dr. Barnes during this period and before I returned home, he had already discussed getting me into a heart rehabilitation program and enrolling me in a Harvard study to prevent second heart attacks.

After writing about my 18 year absence, Bill Pickard, a Detroit businesswoman, said I had probably saved his life because he took some immediate steps to improve his health after reading about my challenge in Emerge magazine.

At the urging of “Uncle Mike” Faustville of Se- tunket, N.Y., I am writing about my second close call with death, hoping that it, too, will prompt you to not only pay closer attention to your health, but be aware of the small signs of trouble and do something about it immediately if you sense something is awry.

George E. Curry, former editor-in-chief of Emerge magazine, is editor-in-chief of the National News- paper Publishers Association News Service (NNPA) and BlackPressUSA.com.

Dillard’s Brain Food Lecture to Feature Sil Lai Abrams

On Tuesday, April 7th, Sil Lai Abrams, National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) award-winning writer, inspirational speaker, and domestic violence awareness activist, will deliver the next Brain Food Lecture in Georges Auditorium at 7 p.m. on Dillard’s campus.

Sil Lai Abrams is founder and CEO of Truth in Reality, a media advocacy organization dedicated to changing the manner in which women of color and violence are portrayed on reality television programs. Through public awareness and educational campaigns, including digital media, specifically her weekly #RealityTVCheck tweet chat, Abrams engages audiences in conversations about real-life social issues regarding gender-based violence. She also launched “Redefining HERstory, a campus-based educational and social action program that is currently in place on several college campuses. The organization seeks to mobilize individuals in a collective effort to changes the narratives and negative depiction of women of color on reality TV.

Abrams is a living testament of transformation through self-empowerment as she has overcome addiction, mental health issues and domestic violence to become a nationally recognized expert on relationships and domestic violence. She has appeared on a number of TV shows including ABC, CNN, MSNBC, Al Jazeera, FOX, BET, and The View, to name a few. She has also been featured in national magazines such as Modern Woman, Oprah, Redbook, EBONY, Black Enterprise and Sister 2 Sister.

The event is free and open to the public. Seats are on a first come basis. For more information go to @DUBrainFood, visit www.dillard.edu or call 504.816.4800. There will not be a book signing after the lecture.

YOU’VE ALWAYS BLAZED TRAILS.

1 in 3 women dies of heart disease and stroke. It’s not just a man’s disease. You can prevent it.

MAKE A CHANGE AT GoRedForWomen.org

BLAZE A NEW ONE FOR 43 MILLION WOMEN.